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MATCHED-FILTER SYSTEMS IN RISING NOISE SPECTRUMS 

By P. HALPERN 

Sum口lary. -It is com口lOn knowledge that the matched filters for sig
nals in white noise have impulse responses whose time duration is ex-
actly as long as that of the input signal. Nothing can be gained by extend
ing the response of the matched filters to longer than one bit unless (l) 
the signal source is coded， or {2} the noise spectrum is rising or at least 
is other than white-Gaussian-ergodic. 

This paper discusses means of improving bit error rates without cod
ing the source. 

There are essentially two ways of extending the integration time of 
the matched filters， each of which offers an improvement in signal-to
noise ratio. The first way is to extend the response directly to more 
than one bit but constrain the filter to give zero or some small pre﹒ 
assigned intersymbol crosstalk. The second way is to build matched 
filters for multiple bits. Both techniques can be used simultaneously; 
i. e.， matched filters can be constructed for bit patterns， and the re
sponses can be extended to longer than the baud to which the filters are 
matched. Once again this extension is done under the constraint of zero 
or little crosstalk. 

In this paper， the matched filters for several examples are expanded 
in a rapidly converging series， each term of which is identifiable with a 
known network. For the cases where the shape of the noise is not known 
analytically， an experimental technique is given for determining suffi
cient statistics of the noise so that the optimum matched filters can be 
designed. 

Z Matched Filters in fL.. Noise. -The impulse response of the filter can 
be expanded in a co口lpactly carried Fourier series. 
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 and = 0 when T 1 <t <∞or t<O. 

If h{t) can be expanded in the above series， then the "weighting 
function， " w{t)， or time-reversed impulse response， can be expanded 
in a similar series. 

w(t) = h (T1 ﹒ t) =平 k+l 
Ak (帽1 ) 

k 7r t sin 一τ- when O<t<T '1 
{2} 

and = 0 when T 1 <t<ï∞or t<O . 

The synthesis of networks for such finite-duration sine pulses is 
fairly well known; however， since it is such an integral part of the 
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matched-filter design， we shall describe it in the appendix. 
The input signal can be expanded in a similar series. 
As our reference case we will use the matched filter in f'- noise for 

PCM signals where the impulse response of the matched filter is of the 
same time duration， T， as the PCM pulse.
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-
- k 7f t 

The input signal ma主主e ::l: S.{t) wheJe S{t) = 予'A1r sin一一了一. If S{t) 
"、 4" . k 宵 t ' 4.-1 K is unit square， S{t) = ) ι � Sln 一一一一 ﹒ -

kτád k丸π T… ............. k 7f t The weighting function is w{t) = ) : 丸 sln一τ一 .
γ ι-' '" • 

The peak si仰1 is J w{t) 剖t) dt (3) 
。
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Here we have used Plancer心theorem ' 1 H (jω) 1 2 df = 扎 (t)2 dt 
and the fact that multiplication by jωcorrespónds to differentt'ation in 
ti口1e. This noise energy， because of the orthogonality of the Fourier 
ser1es， lS: 

RO
Z = 三 LBk

2k27f2 
(5) 

Maximizing peak signal under the constraint of holding noise constant 
corresponds to maximizing 

....---.... ， _ 2 'r"""'\ 2 2 2 J = ..:_ 、 B A 一一一- ) B. k π 
2 � k k 2T � k (6 ) 

A óJ 一一 = 。 這>B = K 一一一 óBk 
-k _-

k27f2 
' 

where K is any positive constant of prσportionality. 
Examining the peak signal to rms noise for the matched case: 

3/2 I � l!. 2 
1__ (T) .... 1 、 ， "k 

S/N = 一?一一- " / ，�一 '， 、1 2c ，� k"' 1r ι 

(7) 

(8) 

which converges much faster than the Fourier series from the signal. If 
the Fourier approximation to the matched filter is truncated， the S/N ra
tio is truncated at the same ter口1.

For a unit-amplitude square pulse， 
的一一一T I S/N '= 一一-.../8.033 . 
7fC ， (9) 



From the form of equation (8)， one can see that any matched filter 
system which allows one to use a lower harmonic or lower frequencies 
would help the S/N ratio considerably. 

Consider the matched filter with a response which lasts for three 
bits: The decision will be delayed one b仗， and the impulse response of 
the filter will be constrained to give zero crosstalk from both of the ex
traneous bits. A sketch of such a response is shown in Figure 1. 

T 2T 3 T 
(t) w(t) I� 

f局三 }BIT S﹒ 三互司f
The baud which creates an output is from T to 2T. 0 to T or 2 T to 3T 

gives no output. 
The matched filter can be expressed; 

r一..... k 7f t w(t) = 芳、Bk sin 寸了一 .

i 文一'""" k宵 t The peak signal = ， 乙...，S (t) Bk sin了7-dt.

Themise=ft Z BKZ N. 

(10) 
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(12 ) 
Crosstalk from the first and third bits is: 

7 

j B X1 = I SI (t) LBk sin �了一- dt and 

3T 
t 53(，) I: X3 = ， S3(t) L...t Bk sin ττ一缸，

(13 ) 

( 14) 

where S(t)， SI (t)， and S3(t) are the input signals occurring during the mid
dle bit， the first， and the third bit， respectively. 

For the case where S(t) is symmetrical， we have X1 = X3 • 
3 
1 k 7f t Ck 叮 叮(t) sin寸?dtωf S 1 (t) s in \: t d t = (15 ) 
Z 2T 

j ht S(t) sin � dt = A (16 ) 
τ To maximize the S/N holding X Constant， 。nc maXlmlzes 

J ZBKAKEU 23KZJ+ λ2 LBkCk' (17) 
whereλ1 and À 2 are Langrangian multiplier s. 
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2 2 = 0 = A - 2λk�7f � B + λ C q - ''1'' ''  �q ， 1\ 2 -2 

K I 、which gives Ba = 一一-:- (， An + ^7 C，.， \ q - 2 2 \，"q ， "2 �q J 
Q 7f \ I 

where K is any positive constant. 

(18) 

(19) 

To evaluate 沌， multiply equation (19) by cq and sum over q， 
lng: 

obtain-

fJ:izrJJZZ剖
λ2 - 一 2:;三q

L:三L
q27f2 

and 

One can compute the resulting S/N: 

'3)3/2 T 3/2 
仰=

C C宵
(2:明
之手

(20) 

(21) 

(22 ) 

Ií S(t) is square， this corresponds to about aιdb improvement over 
the S/N oí our reíerence case. 

As another example， consider the case oí a double bit decision sys
tem. 

First recall that the matched íilter íor distìnguishing between any 
two signals is the diííerence oí the matched íilters íor each separately. 
The same K must be used in equatìons (7) and (19). 

This íact implies thaf in any multip1e-decision system a matched íil
ter can be constructed íor each signal separately， and the output which 
is largest is the most likely signal to have been transmitted. 

For the doub1e bit decision we have íour possible signals 
k 'IT t 

sln --�--t:.T 士SI (t) = ::l:: L k: 
k = 1， 3， 5， 7.. 

士S2(t) = ::l:: L 8 
k7f 

k 11' t sln -τ一一L T 
k = 2， 6， 10， 14 

where (1 1) is +S(t) (0 0) is -S， t (1 0) is +S7(t) 1 - ，- - ， - - '-é. 
and (0 1) is -S_，(t) 

The matche司 íiltersare constructed according to equation (7) and 
yield about 3 db improvement over the reíerence. 

(23) 
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To compute the resulting bit error rates， note that the cost of calling 
(1 1) a (1 0) is less than the cost of calling (1 1) a (0 0); similarly， cal卜
ing (1 0) a (0 1 ) costs two bits of error. Note a1so that every decision 
processes two bits. 

Assuming that each message is equally likely to be transmitted and 
that the confusions are mutually exclusive， and taking into account the 
sy口1口1etry， we have: 

P e = Bit E…Rate = 1/2 [2P(SI/已) + P( -S/SI) + P( -S2/也)J (24) 

where P(Sa/Sb) = the probability of deciding Sa was sent given Sb actu了ally was sent. This is symmetrical for the matched case; i. e.， P(Sa/ 
Sb) = P(Sh/S;:.)﹒ The a50ve system gives slightly better than a 3-db improvement for 
all reasonable S/N ratio at the input. 

But we can improve on this system by extending the matched filter 
responses to include a bit on each side of the doub1e bit baud and again 
constraining the matched filters to have zero responses from the addi
tional bits. 

These filters are also designed by solving the simp1e calculus of 
variations prob1em: maximize the peak signal under the constraints 
of zero or small crossta1k and fixed noise energy. 

This corresponds to maximizing the quantity J 
3T 

K甘 t I -r-、 k 丌tsin τ7一 + J S(t))九sin �.1 � " "% T J =λl f 剖t) LAk 
T 

+λZ Z Aikz (25) 

This yields the same type of formula as equation (19) except note the 
filter matched to the (1 0) signal contains harmonics 2， 6， 10...， only， 
可且也也有己也\.\. � '>. \.\.\:試R.\\.��他吼叫〈已〈則可泣的心成河\.， 玉， �、、、也丸之、

If S(t) is square and the crosstalk is held to zero we obtain an im
provement in signal-to-noise as compared to our reference case as 
shown in the vector diagra口1.
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This again is about a 5-db or slightly better improvement over the 
reference case and 2 db bettcr than the simplc double-bit decisions. In 
the above exa口1ples the different signals were orthogonal; this， however， 
is not a necessary condition. 

Similar syste口lS can be worked out for more than two-bit decisions 
for filtered _PCM， for split phase， and for RZ signals， and finally for 
other than f'"' noise backgrounds. 

If we anticipate expanding our matched filters in the same Fourier 
series， we can handle a variety of noise backgrounds and signals. 

First the noise energy at the output of each harmonic filter can be 
measured ( e_ach harmonic is the output of n-port network， see appendix)， 
and a cost nk which is weighted by its coefficient can be assigned. Note 
that the noise outputs of these harmonics are independent random vari-
ables for noise inputs which are not pathological. Secondly， the projec
tion of the signal can be measured， as well as the crosstalk. The re
sulting calculus of variations problem is easily formulated 

Peak signal = 三〉心

Noise = 丐""""'
n � A? - / � uk "'k 

心 = LX仇
"'"" 2 . 2 � _ _ '""" So we maximize J = λ

l 之""
nk_ Ak_ -tλz三JXKAK+ 之.JAkCk (26) 

where Ak = coefficient of the kth harmonic 

th Ck = projection of the input signal on the kLIl harmonic 

〈 = mse en叫y on the k"U harmonic th 

th Xk = crosstalk projection on the k"U harmonic 



We obtain the design equation 
Ak = 才 (Ck +λz吋 (27 )  

λ2 can be evaluated as before by multiplying by Xk and summing over k 

三帆=玄寄+ε三 (28) 

for zero crosstalk we have 

λ2 - -Zτ 
L三 (29 ) 

Conclusions.-We have shownhow to improve bit error rates for a vari
ety of PCM signals in the presence of nonwhite noise. The techniques 
imply slightly more complicated detection schemes than are normally 
encountered， but resutt in a superior system. We have also shown how 
the pertinent filters can be built using a pair of passive networks and 
summing amplifier s. 

Appendix. -The impulse responses of our matched filters were all 
expanded in a Fourier series. It behooves us to describe methods of 
approximating these transfer functions with lumped elements. Such 
methods are described in Guillemin's book， "Synthesis of Passive Net
works， " John Wiley & Sons， pp 708-726. We shall give here a method 
of approximating even and odd half-period harmonics. 

Note that the Laplace transform of an odd harmonic can be written: 
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k 71" t 

fk(t)= sin-7一三O�T

whi1e that for the even harmonic: 
k叭
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fk(t) = OT<t or t<O 
(1 b) 

These both can be written in a form where the network approximation 
becomes evident 

2k 7I"/r Fk odd(s)= '"' ''' ''1 
2 ， k2πZ S'" + .::一-

T-

l -- (2a) 
1 + t叫 乎



1 + 

q odd 

Zk rr/r 
F k even (S) = ..， ，

'
2 2 且2 ， k"' lr S- + 一一一一

Z T 

4 電-、 一Sz 、 ， T 1 + -_ + / . 一一一一一rS S.....t1I 2 2 q even Q rr 
S + -'一-

2 7 

1 + c仙 手 (2b) 

Each can be synthesized within again consttaint and any degree of ac
curacy desired as a voltage transfer function with two networks as shown 
below. 

R 

F 1 (5) 
工C3F3(5)

2L 

F 2 F k (5) 
工Ck



，R L =一一-
4 

C_ = __!_2 -q 2 2 q- ".-R 

The outputs of these networks can be summed to give any matched 
filter. 


